Where Innovation is the Norm!
Bob Scott Nursery LLC

Home of the Topguns !

E-mail - bobscottnursery1@aol.com

Web- www.topgundaylilies.com

10116 W. Wilshire Blvd., Yukon, OK 73099

Ph. 405-721-0802

Fax. 720-2680
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Address: 10116 W. Wilshire Blvd., Yukon, OK 73099
Payment accepted: Visa, Mastercard, Pay Pal, Checks
Shipping Method: We ship most orders by FEDEX 3-day ground
We can take orders 12 months per year. Upon receipt of payment, you will receive a
written copy of the order and payment received. Because we grow and sell a great diversity
of perennial plant material, we get very busy in the spring with retail sales and we ask each
customer to e-mail a reminder to us at least one week in advance of desired shipping date.
It has been many years since I shipped international so I do not know how much additional
cost that would be, but would be willing to do it if the order was large enough.
Pricing for new intros is for single fans, if a smaller fan is attached it will be a bonus.
New intros will receive a previous intro as a bonus, our choice, not more than three years old.
Orders for doubles will receive a double as a bonus, singles orders will receive singles as
bonus.
Intros more than one year old will be shipped as double fans unless told otherwise.
Intros costing more than $35 each will receive a bonus plant, our choice.

Plants costing less than $30 will be shipped w/o bonus plants
Our nursery is located in central Oklahoma, and we have a growing zone of northern
zone 7 to southern zone 6. Our average winter low temperatures are between minus 4 or 5
and plus 10 degrees with very little snow and a lot of wind. Ha! I like to start shipping around
the middle of March if weather permits here. That is when our dormant plants begin to grow.
The sooner we can ship, the less growth we have to remove and the more total energy we can
ship you with the plant. We will ship through mid-June. We can ship later some years
depending on the weather. It can get to 100 degrees plus here in central Oklahoma on a
regular basis during the summer. We normally resume shipping in mid to late August. We try
to get at least some of our beds re-lined out during late August and September. Those plants
will need six to 8 weeks to re-establish before I like to ship them. If you want to receive a
shipment in the fall, please notify us as early as possible so we can take care of your needs.
I specialize in developing tetraploid dormant doubles. The double characteristic in
daylilies, especially in Tets. Is very complex, with many factors influencing the process.
Genetics is a major factor but in my 30 plus years, no variety will double every time, at least
not in growing zone 7 and north. Temperature plays a major role, as does the number of
hours of sunlight and the overall energy level in the plant when it blooms. The hotter the
temperature and the more hours of sunlight, the better the plant will double. I recommend
that every one plant their doubles in full sun to take advantage of your light and temperature
factors I also recommend keeping the plants in a good growing condition, not stunted by
drought or lack of fertilizer. Over the years I have produced hundreds of double seedlings
that only bloomed at the first or end of a scape’s bloom cycle. I have had many seedlings that
only bloom double on the rebloom scape. I try to find doubles that will bloom double
throughout the bloom cycle. I have had many doubles that were developed in growing zone 8
and 9 that bloomed double very little for me so that is why I feel that light, temperature and
energy levels are major factors in a cultivar’s ability to double in any location.
If you have any other questions, fell free to e-mail me.

